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WD1691 FLOPPY SUPPORT LOGIC (F.S.L.) 

FEATURES 
• Direct interface to the FD179X 

• Eliminates external FOC Logic 

• Data Separation/RCLK GENERATION 

• Write Precompensation Signals 

• VFOE/WF Demultiplexing 

• Programmable Density 

• 8" or 5.25" Drive Compatible 

• All inputs and outputs TTL Compatible 

• Single +5V Supply 
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
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The WD1691 F.S.L. has been designed to minimize the Z 
external logic required to interface the 179X Family of Floppy ~ 
Disk Controllers to a drive. Wrth the use of an external VCO, 
the WO 1691 will generate the RCLK signal for the W0179X, 
while providing an adiustment pulse (PUMP) to control the 
VCO frequency. vn:;-E/WF de-multiplexing is also accom
plished and Write Precompensation signals have been in
cluded to interface directly with the WD2143 Clock Generator. 

The WD1691 is implemented in N-MOS silicon gate 
technology and is available in a plastic or ceramic 20 pin 
dual-in-line package. 
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PIN NAME SYMBOL FUNCTION 

1 WRITE DATA WDIN Ties directly to !he FD179X WO pin. 
INPUT 

2, 3, 4,19 PHASE 02 00 01 
-

4 Phase inputs to generate a desired Write Preccmpensation (j)4 

2. 3 1. 4 delay. These signals tie directly to the W02143 Clock 
Generator. 

I 
i 

Strobe OL"tput from the 1691. Strobe will 'atch At ;,i high level 5 STROBE STB 
I on the leading edge of WDIN and reset t::i a low levei on the i 

leading edge of 04. 

6 WRITE DATA WDOUT Serial, pre-compensated Write data straam to be serit to the 
OUTPUT disk drive·s WO line. 

I 

7 WRITE GATE WG Ties directly to the FD179X WG pin 

----- -
8 VFO ENABLE VFOE/WF Ties directly to the F0179X VFOE/WF pm 

WRITE ·'AULT ' 

! 

9 TRACK 43 TG43 Ties directly lo the FD179X TG43 pin, It Write Precompen-
i 
i 

satIon is required on TRACKS 44-76 

10 v" v., Ground 

--
Composite clock and data stream input from the drive. 

i 
11 READ DATA ROD i 

I 

' 

I 12 READ CLOCK RCLK RCLK signal generated by the WD1691. to be tied to the 
i FD179X RCLK pin 

13 PUMP UP PU Tn-state output that will be forced high when the WD1691 
requires an increase in VCO frequency I 

I 

i 
-

Tri-state output that will be forced low when the WDl691 re-
i 

14 PUMP DOWN PD 
quired a decrease in VCO freauency 

--
15 Double Density ODEN Doubte Density Select input When Inactive (H1qh), the VCO 

Enable frequency is internally divided by two 

' ' 

16 Voltage vco A nominal 4.0MHz (8" drive) or 2.0MHz {5.25" drive) master 
Controlled clock input 
Oscillator ! 

17, 18 EARLY EARLY EARLY and LATE signals from the FD179X, used to deter- I LATE LATE mme Write Precompensation. 
I 
I 

I 
20 V« Ve,, + 5V ='" 10% power supply 

I 

I 

l 

I 
2 



DEVICE DESCRIPTION 

The WD1691 is divided into two sections: 

1) Data Recovery Circuit 
2) Write precompensation Circuit 

__ihe Data Separator or Recovery Circuit has four inputs: 
ODEN, VCO, ADD, and VFOE/WF; and three outputs: PU, 
PD and ACLK. The VFOE/WF input is used in conjunction 
with the Write Gate signal to enable the Data recovery circuit. 
When Write Gate is high, a write operation is taking place, 
and the data recovery circuits are disabled, regardless of the 
state on any other inputs. 

WG VFOE/WF 

1 X 
0 1 
0 0 
0 0 

The Write Precompensation circuit has been designed 
to be used with the WD2143-01 clock generator. When the 
WD1691 is operated in a "single density only" mode, write 
precompensation as~eJ!_as the WD2143-01 is not needed. 
In this case, ()1, ~ (}3, (}4, and STB should be tied together, 
ODEN left open, and TG43 tied to ground. 

In the double-density mode (DDEN=O), the si~ls Early 
and Late are used to select a phase input <fl - 4)4) on the 
leading edge of WDIN. The STB line is latched high when 
this occu_@, causing the WD2143-01 to start its pulse gen
eration. ~2 is used as the write data £_L!lse on nominal 
(Earty=Late=~). '2 is used for early, and ()3 is used for late. 
The leading edge of 1)4 resets the STB line in 0a0ticipation of 
the next write data pulse. When TG43 = 0 or EN= 1, Pre
compensation is disabled and any transitions on the WDIN 
line will appear on the WDout line. If write precompensation 
is desired on all tracks, leave TG43 open (an internal pull-up 
will force a Logic I) while DDEN=O. 

The signals, DDEN, TG43, and ADD have internal pull
up resistors and may be left open if a logic I is desired on 
any of these lines. 

3 

When VFOE/WF and WRITE GATE are low, the data 
recovery circuit is enabled. When the ADD line goes Active 
Low, the PU or PD signals will become active. If the ADD 
line has made its transition in the beginning of the RCLK 
window, PU will go from a HI-Z state to a Logic I, requesting 
an increase in VCO frequency. If the ADD line has made its 
transition at the end of the ACLK window, PU will remain in 
a HI-Z state white PD will go to a logic zero, requesti!:!9....! 
decrease in VCO frequency. When the leading edge of ADD 
occurs in the center of the RCLK window, both PU and PD 
will remain tri-stated, indicating that no adjustment of the 
VCO frequency is needed. The ACLK signal is a divide-by-
16 (DDEN=1) or a divide-by-8 (DDEN=O) of the VCO 
frequency. 

ROD PU+PD 

X HI-Z 
X HI-Z 
1 Hl-2 
0 Enable 

The minimum Voh level on PU is specified at 2.4V, 
sourcing 200ua. During PUMP UP time, this output will "drift" 
from a tri-state to .4V minimum. By tying PU and PO together, 
a PUMP signal is created that will be forced low for a de· 
crease in VCO frequency and forced high for an increase in 
VCO frequency. To speed up rise times and stabilize the 
output voltage, a resistor divider can be used to set the tri
state level to approximately 1.4V. This yields a worst case 
swing of ::t: 1V; acceptable for most VCO chips with a linear 
voltage-to.frequency characteristic. 

Both PU and PD signals are affected by the width of the 
RAW READ (ROD) p~. The wider the RAW READ pulse, 
the longer the PU or PD signal (depending upon the phase 
relationship to RCLK) will remain active. If the RAW READ 
pulse exceeds 250ns. (VCO "' 4MHz, ODEN = 0) or 500ns. 
(VCO = 4MHz, ~ = 1), then both a PU and PD will occur 
in the same window. This is undesirable and reduces the 
accuracy of the external integrator or low-pass filter to con
vert the PUMP signals into a slow moving D.C. correction 
voltage. 

Eventually, the PUMP signals will have corrected the 
VCO input to exactly the same frequency multiple as the 
RAW READ signal. The leading edge of the RAW READ 
pulse will then occur in the exact center of the RCLK window, 
and ideal condition for the FD179X internal recovery circuits. 



----------------SPECIFICATIONS----------------

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RAT!fflai 
Ambient Temperature under Bias .......... -25° to 70°C 
Voltaqe on ,my pin with resoect 
to Ground (vss) .......................... _ -0.2 to + 7V 
Power Oi5sipation ........... _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 W 

Q{LJ:.J.£__G!BICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

TA,,.. & to 70"C; Vee = 5.0V::!:10%; v •• =OV 
I 

Storage Temp. -Ceramic-65°C to + 150°C 
Plastic-55°C to + 125°C 

NOTE: Maximum limits indicate where permanent device 
damage occurs. Continuous operation at these limits is not 
intended and should be limited to those conditions specifif!d 
in the DC Electrical characteristics. 

~SYMBOL i PARAMETER MIN TYP MAX UNIT TEST CONDITIONS 

I V,L i Input Low Voltage ~0.2 +0.8 V 

i V,H I Input High Voltage 2.0 V 
I j i V0 L i Output Low Voltage 0.45 V loL =3.2MA I 

I VoH [ Higt, Level Output Voltage 2.4 V loH= -200µ.a 'I 

f Vee ) Suppty Voltage 4.5 5.0 5.5 V ( 

I Ice I Supply Current 40 100 MA All outputs open 
·--------·--L----~-- ··-·-- -- . - --·-- ·--~-----· ~ -----+---__ .,.__ __ __.c__ ___ ....__ ____________ __. 

AC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTCS 

TA '"' ff to 70"C; Vee = 5V::': 10%,; Vss '°' ov 
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PARAMETER MIN 
·~------- --

VCO Input Frequency .5 

.5 

ROD Pulse Width 100 

EARLY (LATE) to WOIN 100 

PUMP UP/ON Time 0 

WDIN to WDOUT 

Internal Pull-up Resistor 4.0 
---·--····---

PINS 

i-------1------8, 9, 11, 15 
only 

1NTE9NAL PULL-UP RESISTOR 

TVP 
---

4 

2 

200 

6.5 

4 

MAX 

6 

6 

250 

80 

10 

vco 

UNIT TEST CONDITIONS 

--
MHz DDEN=0 

MHz DDEN=1 

ns . 

ns . 

ns. 

ns. DDEN=1 

Kn 

I I 
i.- FIN ........i 

RDD -----

RCLK __ _.f ... 

I I 
-I 1 -Rpw 

.___ _ _.,. 
Voo + 16-----~ I 
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TYPICAL APPLICATIONS 

Figure 1 illustrates the 1691 to FD1771-01 floppy disk con
troller. The RCLK signal is used to gate the RAW data pulses 
which are inverted by the 74LS04 inverter. Since RCLK will 
be high dunng data and low during clock a ;4LS08 is used 
to switch the proper clock or data pulse to the FD1771. 

Shown in Figure 2 is a Phase-Lock Loop data separator 
and the support logic for a sin~le and·double-density 8" drive. 
The raw data (Both clock and data bits) ara fed to the 
WD1691 and FD179X. The WD1691 outputs its PU or PD 
signal, which is integrated by the .33uf capacitor and 33ohm 
resistor to form a control voltage for the 74S124 VCO device. 
The 4.0MHZ nominal output of the VCO then feeds back to 
the WD1691 completing the loop. The WD2143-01 is also 
used, providing write precom~nsation when m double-den
sity, from tracks 44-77. The ODEN line can either be con
trolled by a toggle switch or a logic level from the host 
system. 

RAW 
DATA 

To adjust write precompensation, issue a command to 
the FD179X so that write data pulses are present. This_can 
be done with a 'WRITE TRACK' command and the IP line 
open, or a continuous 'WRITE SECTOR' operation. With a 
scope on pin 4 of the WD1691, adjust the precomp pot for 
the desired value. This will range from 100 to 300 ns typically. 
The pulse width set on pin 4 ((11) will be the desired precomp 
delay from nominal 

__!.he data separator must be adjusted with the RDD or 
VFOE/WF line at a Logic I. Adjust the bias voltage poten
tiometer for 1.4V on pin 2 of the 74S 124. Then adjus1 the 
range control to yield 4.0MHZ on pin 7 of the 74S124. 
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FIG. 1 

WD1691 to FD1TT1-01 INTERFACE 

SUBSTITUTING VCO's 

There are other VCO circuits available that may be sub
stituted for the 74S124. The specifications required are: 

1) The VCO must free run at 4.0MHz with a 1.4V control 
signal. The WD1691 will force this voltage 1 Volt in 
either direction (i.e., .4V = decrease frequency, 2.4V 
= increase frequency). If a :t: 15% capture range is 
desired, then a 1 Volt change on the VCO input should 
change the frequency by 15°/o. Capture range should 
be limited to about ± 25%, to prevent the VCO from 
breaking into oscillation and/or losing lock because of 
noise spikes (causing abnormally quick adjustments of 
the VCO frequency). Jitter in the VCO output frequency 
may further be reduced by increasing the integration 
capacitor/resistor, but this will also decrease the finAI 
capture range and lock-up time. 

6 

2) The sink output current of the WD1691 is 3.2ma mini
mum. The source output current is -200ua. Therefore, 
source current is the limiting factor. Insure that the input 
circuitry of the VCO does not require source current in 
excess of --200ua. 

Another alternative is to use a voltage follower/level 
shifter circuit to match the input requirements of the VCO 
chosen. A more complex tilter can be used to convert the 
PUMP UP/PUMP DOWN pulses to the varying DC voltage 
signal required by the VCO, achieving an optimum condition 
between lock-up time and high frequency rejection. 
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1111U CERAMIC PACKAGE 1691V PLASTIC PACKAGE 

This is a pnlllminary ~ with tentatllle de-nee JW8111Rn and may 119 aubjed to Change attar final pn)duct Characllrtzation II cc.,mpllNcl. 

lnlormaltan fumilhad by WMeffl Dlgilal Cotporali0n ii belewd to 119 accurate and rellable. ~. no rNpOn8ibllly ii .-amed by WNllm Dlgital Corpcntlon 
for its UN; nor any lnfri11g11mants of patents or olhaf rlghlB af lhlrd partiN which may reeult from its UN. No loalW la graNlld by lrr.,ilcmian or oliarwile undllr 
any pal8l1I or pnnl rights of W--.rn Dlgltll Co,poratian. Wllltlm Digital COrporallon ,..,..... .,. right to changa eald cln:ultry at any 1imll wtlhout nallca. 
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